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Dust can cause some serious respiratory issues with people today. People are getting sicker with
many fighting asthma and allergies. These are caused by dust and pollution particles that fill the air.

Companies are fighting to provide cleaner air for their employees. Other firms try for cleaner air for
their customers to experience. This allows promotion of clean air in places and encourages
customers to filter dust.

Large systems are developed and installed for dust control of the air. Dust control is the process of
limiting the amount of dust breathed. This is accomplished via a dust extractor process eliminating
dust.

Dust extractors are available through dust collector systems sold online. Dust collector systems
come in various sizes and capacities. This variation allows for greater dust control for larger places.

Dust collector systems come in one, two, three, and four modules. These efficient modules are all
interchangeable and extendable. Clients can begin with 1 module and add on more modules as
necessary.

The more modules used the higher the amount of dust control that results. More dust is extracted
when using more modules for a system. The reason is the filter area is much greater in a four
module system.

A four module dust extractor has a filter area of up to 1000 mÂ². This is a larger filtration area when
compared to a one module system. The one module system filter covers an area of no more than
25mÂ².

Dust collector systems filtration methods will vary with modules. Some are by reverse pulse
techniques and others are shaker bag techniques. Filtration methods are all acceptable methods of
dust control.

The dust collector system model will depend on the application. Some companies may need a
continuously operational dust extractor system installed. Thus, a continuously operational dust
extractor is needed because of the amount of dust.

Many construction locations require a continuously operational extraction system. Other companies
may only require periodic extraction of dust. These would be locations that do not continually
produce dust in air.

Mobile dust extractor systems are available for purchase as well. These systems are easily
transferable from one place to another. Thus, they are versatile and yet effective at controlling dust
in air.

Dust control is very much in demand to create better environments. Dust control systems are
popular and purchased by many clients today. Clients install these to become environmentally
responsible and professional businesses.
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Polex Environmental Engineering - About Author:
Polex is an environmentally concerned company with products for this industry. This firm offers a
wide range of equipment that helps eliminate pollution. These products can be used in many and
varied industries like manufacturing and education. Polex performs ongoing research to design and
manufacture effective efficient air filtration equipment. They sell turnkey equipment as well as
individual products that work with existing equipment. To find out more go to a www.polex.com.au.
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